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The Law of Racing: 

• Most of the time, the runner who wins a given race will be the one with the best combination 

of:  

     Genetic ability/talent 

     Current fitness (being in good shape/well trained) 

     Mental preparedness 

     A well executed racing strategy 

     Race awareness – pays attention to others/pace 

Rules for Racing: 

• Every runner should have a Plan A before a race. 

• The strategy that is selected is based on the following priorities/goals: 

1. To win the race or to beat as many runners as possible 

2. To PR 

3. To practice a particular racing strategy or pace that can be used in the future.  

• Every runner must have a Plan B, depending on how the race unfolds 

• All racing strategies should be practiced regularly, so that several different strategies can be 

available in the athlete’s arsenal 

 

Race Tactics – Factors to Consider: 

• Distance of the race 

• Conditions of the racing surface 

• Weather 

• Ability of opponents – including fitness and experience 

• Ability of oneself – including fitness and experience 

• Maximum and minimum speed/pace/distance you can afford to lead/follow 

• Number of competitors in the race. 

 

Four Racing Strategies 

 

A. The Leader 
Definition: Takes the lead and controls the pace of the race 

Advantages: Stays out of traffic trouble, easy to mentally prepare for, allows the runner to control and 

dictate the tempo of the race.  

Disadvantages: Can be mentally demanding to execute, usually has a high energy cost for the runner 

(breaking the wind) larger lactic acid buildup in mid race, a “risky” strategy (you can fade badly). 

Why/when you would use this strategy: 

1. To press the pace in a race with strong kickers. 



2. To control the pace in key races where others are nervous about leading or to slow down a 

faster runner 

3. When you are the dominant runner in the race 

4. To avoid traffic problems in a crowded race.  

Why/when you would NOT use this strategy:  1) When the athlete is in a race with athletes who are 

significantly better than they are.  2) Races where there is a strong wind. 

The KEY to make this strategy work:  Must be physically and mentally relaxed and confident to lead. 

How to practice:  Take the lead in intervals in practice.  Concentrate on relaxing and being as 

economical as possible.  Develop pride in not being passed.  Focus on leading, but not over-running in 

the early part of the interval.  

 

B. The Kicker 

Definition – Sit back off of the lead, expending as little energy as possible, then use strong finishing 

speed to win. 

Advantages – Mentally, probably the easiest strategy to execute, effectively shortens the race to a 

smaller distance. 

Disadvantages – May be difficult in large fields (being boxed in) usually results in slower times, can be 

risky (you can be the best athlete and still lose). 

Why/when you would use this strategy – Qualifying rounds or in meets where you are running several 

events, when you have the best speed in the race, when the race goes out too slow. 

Why/when NOT to use - When the athlete has inferior finishing speed to someone else in the race, the 

athlete does not run well in traffic, the athlete has trouble being patient.  

The KEY to make this strategy work – Run as economically as possible, avoiding traffic early, without 

getting boxed in. 

How to practice – Run repeated short, fast intervals at the end of practice when tired. Work on running 

relaxed and comfortable early within an interval.  Practice making one sustained move.  

 

C. Pacer 
Definition – Strategy where the athlete and coach pre-determine a time that will win (or PR) and 

execute even splits for as long as possible. 

Advantages – Most economical strategy to execute, usually leads to fast or best times, easiest strategy 

to practice, usually this strategy will not have to be changed as race unfolds.  

Disadvantages – Some athletes find it difficult to ‘let the pack go’ in the early stages of the race (losing 

contact), can be risky if pre determined pace ends up being to slow to win, can be mentally demanding 

for some athletes.  

Why/when to use - 1) When it is easy for the athlete and coach to predict the winning time before the 

race, 2) when the athlete probably can not win, but is ready to PR.  3) the kicks of other top 

competition in the race is unknown.  

Why/when NOT to use – 1) when runner has poor pace judgement, 2) with unpredictable athletes who 

would feel constrained, 3) with athletes who can’t hold a steady pace with no other athletes around, 4) 

with athletes who have low self confidence, 5) when it is difficult to predict the winning time before 

the race.  

The KEY to make this strategy work – Patience, confidence, and faith in the pace.  

How to practice – Demand even effort and splits within each interval and across intervals.  Prepare for 

increased perception of effort as the distance run progresses.  Practice with and without the aid of 



splits/clock/watch. Practice when others in your group are practicing other strategies, to see if you lose 

send of pace when distracted. 

 

D. Breaker 
Definition – Breaks the race open with a surge.  

Advantages – Forces other athletes to make a quick decision to either cover the move or wait and see, 

may force other athletes to abandon their strategy, can mentally devastate other competitors, introduces 

element of surprise.  

Disadvantages – Can cause a quick build up of lactic acid, is mentally demanding, requires precise 

timing of the surge, usually only works off of a slower early pace.  

Why/when to use – 1) When the race develops slowly, 2) the athlete’s strength is their mental and 

physical strength, 3) when the course has hard parts (hills, poor footing, into the wind) and the athlete 

is well prepared, 4) to “break” the spirit of a nearby runner in XC, 5) to test how other athletes are 

feeling in longer races.  

Why/when NOT to use – 1) When the race goes out very fast, 2) on a day when the athlete is feeling 

less than 100%, 3) in races where other runners are strong enough to cover the move.  

The KEY to make this strategy work-  Choose the timing of the surge carefully, make one sustained 

surge, then settle back into the pace needed to maintain the lead, win, or position.  

How to practice – Fartlek training.  Intervals or repeats with a designated up-tempo fraction in the 

middle.  Cone or whistle runs. Focus on re-establishing even pace after the surge.  

 

Summary 

• As the athlete matures, increases fitness, and gains experience from many races over time, the 

better they will be able to execute a certain race strategy. 

• Every race unfolds differently, therefore every athlete may need to use each of the above 

strategies to win 

• Maximize the potential of your best strategy through practice and mental preparation, while 

improving the components of your weakest strategy.   

Useful Coaching Tool: 

Film your runners track races.  After the meet, find time, or devote time, to have them watch the race 

more than once.  If possible, watch it together to discuss moves made, opportunities taken or lost, 

positives and negatives of their particular strategy, if they had one!      

 


